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Routines and TriggersRoutines and Triggers
 Routines

‒ Program modules that execute on demandProgram modules that execute on demand

 Functions
‒ Routines that return values and take input parametersout es t at etu va ues a d ta e put pa a ete s

 Procedures
‒ Routines that do not return values and can take input or p

output parameters

 Triggers
‒ Routines that execute in response to a database event 

(INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE)
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Triggers vs. Stored ProceduresTriggers vs. Stored Procedures
Procedures are called explicitly
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Triggers are event-driven

TriggersTriggers
 A trigger defines an action (procedure) that the database should 

invoke when some event occurs.

 They can be used for:

‒ Alerting the user if some exception occurs

‒ Debugging (monitoring and state changes)

‒ Auditing (tracking who performed what updates)

‒ ...

 Often Integrity constraints are implemented procedurally using 
triggered procedures, this is not recommended! Use the gg p ,
declarative approach for integrity!
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Trigger ExampleTrigger Example

DROP TRIGGER IF EXISTS TriggerExample;

If Student.ID < 0, reset it to maximum ID plus one:

DROP TRIGGER IF EXISTS TriggerExample;
DELIMITER \\
CREATE TRIGGER TriggerExample BEFORE INSERT ON Student
FOR EACH ROWFOR EACH ROW
BEGIN

DECLARE maxid INTEGER;
IF(new ID < 0) THENIF(new.ID < 0) THEN

SELECT MAX(ID) INTO maxid FROM Student;
SET new.ID = maxid+1;

END IF;END IF;
END\\
DELIMITER ;
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Notes on Notes on CREATE TRIGGERCREATE TRIGGER

 Only users with the SUPER privilege can execute this command

 Events that can fire a trigger: INSERT, UPDATE, DELETEgg , ,

 It is possible to specify if a trigger should be fired BEFORE or 
AFTER the event

 FOR EACH ROW indicates that the trigger code will be executed 
once for each row being affected by the DML statement

 Keywords new and old for the new entry and the old one Keywords new and old for the new entry and the old one
‒ OLD.ColumnName returns the content of the record before change

‒ NEW.ColumnName returns the content of the record after change

‒ You may change NEW.ColumnName in BEFORE INSERT triggers and 
BEFORE UPDATE triggers
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Functional LimitationsFunctional Limitations
 At present there are many restrictions on triggers that make 

practical application nearly impossible:

‒ Cannot access tables in trigger code

‒ No language elements to cancel the DELETE, INSERT, 
UPDATE ti f ithi t i iUPDATE operations from within a trigger, or raise an error

‒ Cannot call a stored routine (using call)

No transaction commands (BEGIN TRANSACTION‒ No transaction commands (BEGIN TRANSACTION, 
COMMIT or ROLLBACK) can be called in trigger code
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